October 2021 in Review

Where's Professor Zemcov? Students dressed up for the annual AST Jamboree, an informal research symposium
where AST Graduate students give presentations on their research from the past year - while in costume! LtoR:
Mike Ortiz, Teresa Symons, Serena Tramm, Victoria Butler, Michael Zemcov, and Dale Mercado.

Message from the Dean
In many ways, October felt like the most typical month we’ve experienced on
campus since before the pandemic started. We donned masks both for safety
AND for Halloween! What fun it was to see so many students, staff and faculty
celebrating Halloween with Trick or Treating at the COS school offices! We also
celebrated Brick City Homecoming & Family Weekend with ten COS student
groups hosting more than 750 visitors at a Science Fair in the Bruce & Nora
James Atrium in Gosnell Hall. Activities included Math Puzzles, Thermal SelfPortraits, and the ever popular Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream! It was great fun!
The RIT community also celebrated the announcement that our faculty
continued to make significant contributions in research despite the challenges
posed by the pandemic, with researchers securing over $76 million in research
funding during the 2020-2021 pandemic year. Based on the NSF Higher
Education Research and Development (HERD) Rankings, which ranks
universities based on their research expenditures, RIT is now in the top 50
private research universities, and the top 20 for those universities without a
medical center. Faculty in the College of Science are proud to be leading this
effort, securing funding in highly competitive national awards through the
National Science Foundation, Department of Defense, and National Institutes of
Health.
Additionally, RIT was recognized this month for its work to help diversify the
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) workforce when STEM
Workforce Diversity Magazine ranked RIT among its top 20 universities for
2021. We are very proud of the dedication to diversity and inclusion that
College of Science faculty and staff have shown in many ways, including
through the Inclusive Excellence initiative.
SOPHIA MAGGELAKIS
Dean, RIT College of Science

Student & Alumni News

International students who started at RIT remotely
during the pandemic continue to thrive
More than 200 international students began their studies at RIT remotely in fall
2020, including 65 undergraduate students and 159 master’s students. RIT
Admissions officials said the students have done remarkably well given the
challenging circumstances, and 83 percent of those students are now studying
at RIT’s campus in Henrietta.
Read More >

Astrophysical sciences and technology Ph.D. student
receives DOE award to study dark matter
An RIT astrophysical sciences and technology Ph.D. student received an award
from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Science Graduate Student
Research (SCGSR) program that will support a research project to investigate
the distribution of dark matter in the universe. RIT’s Peter Craig is one of 65
graduate students from 29 states to receive the award and it will fund him to
conduct research at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
Read More >

Thousands enjoy Brick City Weekend events
This year’s RIT Brick City Homecoming and Family Weekend saw a return of
in-person events including entertainment, men’s and women’s hockey, a
comedian and speakers, escape rooms, axe throwing, tours, a 5K run and
walk, open houses, and more!
Read More >

Mathematical modeling Ph.D. student earns FDA
fellowship
Kimberly Dautel, a mathematical modeling Ph.D. student, is undertaking
COVID-19 modeling research thanks to a fellowship from the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health. Dautel, who
is from Rochester, came to RIT after earning her undergraduate degree from
another university. She credits her decision to study at RIT to the outstanding
research opportunities that are available and the chance to work closely with
faculty on projects that interest her.
Read More >

The Power of Being Data Literate in a Data-Driven
World
The applied nature of the statistics programs at RIT helped Melissa Royo
’09/’10 get a sense for how real-world data behaves.
Read More >

Hands-on Environmental Work Preps MS Grad for
EPA
Kerry Kuntz ’15 applies the same problem-solving skills she learned at RIT to
her current job as a Program Analyst for the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
Read More >

Machine Learning with Satellite Imagery to Explore
Happenings on Earth
Rose Rustowicz ’15 never thought of images as scientific tools but now uses
geospatial data to answer questions about agriculture and sustainability.
Read More >

SMS alum shares How He Got There
Jamie Wratten, ’11 (applied mathematics) spent a day at RIT for a visit with his
former professors at the end of October. While here, he spoke to students in
the Math and Statistics seminar to share his career path and highlight the
various applications of mathematics in his business.
Jamie was the Outstanding Undergraduate Scholar for COS. When at RIT he
worked as a teaching assistant and tutor, won a spot in the National Science
Foundation-funded Research Experiences for Undergraduates program, and
spent a summer studying gene drive systems at Texas A&M University. He also
studied in Hungary as part of the Budapest Semesters in Mathematics
programs. Through his own connections, Jamie taught mathematics at two
orphanage schools in India during two summers.
After graduating RIT Jamie pursued graduate studies at the University of Illinois
completing a Masters in Math. His roommate Dr. Mehdi Roein-Peikar had a
rough idea for an orthodontic device, and Jamie partnered with him to develop
it and bring it to market. Their company, Brius, offers a revolutionary method for
straightening teeth that is not visible and cuts treatment time by 50%. Jamie
was the first patient for the device. The business won new venture competitions
at UCLA and the University of Illinois and placed in the top three of others.
Jamie’s company role concentrates on engineering, software development, and
managing the intellectual property.

National and Research Labs Career Event
Over four days in October, College of Science students were invited to
participate in the virtual National and Research Labs Career Event to help them
to get jobs or co-ops, and network with potential employers! Representatives
from the National and Research Labs were available to talk with interested
COS students. Students also had the opportunity to hear from other students
who co-oped for a lab discuss their experiences and the benefits of working for
a lab.

Our Stories

RIT researchers part of $15 million NSF grant aimed
at reducing food waste
With the United States moving toward an ambitious goal of halving food waste
by 2030, a new $15 million grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF)
will be used to establish the first national academic research network on wasted
food in the United States.
Read More >

RIT, photonic company build quantum chip prototype
to bridge quantum and traditional network bands
Researchers from Rochester Institute of Technology and national photonic
device company, AdvR Inc., built a quantum chip prototype that is bridging
today’s traditional fiber optic networks with the future—quantum computing
networks.
Read More >

Honors and Awards
Congratulations to Darren Narayan,
professor in the School of
Mathematical Sciences, who is the
recipient of the Mathematical
Association of America Seaway
Section's 2021 Clarence F. Stephens
Award for Teaching Excellence. This
well-deserved honor recognizes
Darren's dedication to student
success and his impact as an
educator inside and outside the
classroom.

College Updates
The college welcomed two new partners in the financial realm this month.
Laura Girolamo joins us as COS
Financial Analyst to fill the position
vacated by Keisha Burton’s move to
the Center for Imaging Science.
Laura brings comprehensive
accounting and financial experience
from her overall career and most
recently from Monroe Community
College where she was a Senior
Accountant. Laura holds a bachelor’s
degree from SUNY Brockport.
We also welcomed Ayaan Aweis,
replacing Jessica Ryan-Soucy as
Analyst for Sponsored Programs
Accounting. Ayaan recently joined
RIT, and brings an extensive
background in non-profit accounting,
most recently as senior accountant
with ABVI Goodwill. She is also an
RIT alum! Jessica Ryan-Soucy has
transitioned to the Sr. Analyst role
supporting GIS.

Peer Reviewed Publications
Tony Wong, assistant professor in
the School of Mathematical
Sciences, was the lead author of
“Evaluating the sensitivity of SARSCoV-2 infection rates on college
campuses to wastewater
surveillance.” This paper finds that
wastewater surveillance to monitor
COVID-19 infections on a college
campus can be as effective as
weekly surveillance testing via nasal
swabs but is sensitive to
assumptions about viral conditions and adherence to public health guidance on
campus. Multiple College of Science faculty members were co-authors,
including Lucia Carichino, Nate Barlow, Nathan Cahill, Kara Maki, George
Thurston, and David Ross.

Dina Newman, associate professor
in the Thomas H. Gosnell School of
Life Sciences, was lead author, with
co-author Kate Wright, on an article
in the CBE: Life Sciences Education
journal titled, "Punnett Squares or
Protein Production? The Expert–
Novice Divide for Conceptions of
Genes and Gene Expression."

Kate Wright, associate professor in
the Thomas H. Gosnell School of
Life Sciences, was lead author, with
co-author Dina Newman, on an
article in Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology Education titled “Teaching
meiosis with the DNA triangle
framework: A classroom activity that
changes how students think about
chromosomes”

Bonnie Jacob, associate professor in
the NTID Department of Science and
Mathematics, and Jobby Jacob,
associate professor in the School of
Mathematical Sciences, published
“An Interview with the (Other)
Corona Graph” in the July 2021
Journal of Humanistic Mathematics.

Carolyn Spaulding, materials
science and engineering MS student,
and Alex Taylor, chemistry BS
student, co-authored a publication
along with Scott Williams, professor
in the School of Chemistry and
Materials Science. "Selective
phosphorus doping of polycrystalline
silicon on glass using self-assembled
monolayer doping (MLD) and flash
anneal" appeared in the Materials
Letters journal.

Changing social and biophysical
dynamics and data limitations in the
Kivu Rift in Eastern Africa make it
difficult to plan for landslide risk. In
his publication, "A more dynamic
understanding of landslide risk,"
Professor Anthony Vodacek in the
Chester F. Carlson School of
Imaging Science summarizes
research by Arthur Depicker and his
colleagues. A study of historical
remote sensing data that details the
factors impacting the evolution of this
risk.

Presentations & Workshops

Faculty Workshop: Jupyter Notebooks in the
Classroom
On October 15, Jeff Mills, Associate Head of the School of Chemistry &
Materials Science, and Director of the Science Exploration Program, led a
workshop on using Jupyter Notebooks as a tool for engaging STEM students in
computer programming and applications. This workshop covered the use of
Python and Jupyter Notebooks in a classroom/lab setting. Participants looked
at setting up Jupyter for the classroom, a grading workflow, and example
assignments.
Read More >

The Inclusive Excellence initiative hosted two events for the College of Science
community in October:
The IE Book Club continued in
October with participants discussing
chapters from Did That Just
Happen?! Beyond “Diversity”—
Creating Sustainable and Inclusive
Organizations by Lauren Wadsworth
and Stephanie Pinder-Amaker.
The Transparent Assignment
Design workshop was presented by
Leah Bradley, assistant director of
the RIT Office of Educational
Effectiveness Assessment.
Participants in this workshop were
guided through the basic principles
of transparent assignment design.
Assignments with a transparent
design address the main task and
the “how” and “why” of assignments.

Jie Qiao, associate professor in the
Chester F. Carlson Center for
Imaging Science, presented at the
2021 Optical Fabrication and Testing
Conference (by Optica, formally
OSA). The presentation was based
on her paper titled "Ultrafast Laser
Enabled Optical Fabrication" which
presents methods, computational
models, physical processes, and
demonstrations related to femtosecond laser enabled polishing and microjoining of optical and optomechanical components.

Sponsored Research
Mark Fairchild, PoCS, is the PI on a $68,000.00 contract from Samsung
Electronics Co. / Samsung advanced Institute of Technology to support a
project titled “Improvement of CAM16 Lightness/Brightness Predictors.”
Michael Norton, SoPA, is the PI on a $138,000.00 grant from DOE-Department
of Energy / University of Nebraska - Lincoln to support a project titled
“Dynamics and control of active nematics using nonlinear reduced-order
models.”
Michael Lam, assistant professor in the School of Physics and Astronomy, is
co-PI on the research team awarded a $2 million National Science Foundation
grant to build an international gravitational wave detection network titled
“AccelNet-Implementation: The International Pulsar Timing Array.” The lead PI
is Maura McLaughlin, the Eberly Distinguished Professor of Physics and
Astronomy at West Virginia University.

COS in the Media
Museum Association of New York – Sept 30
RIT Providing Discoverability and Accessibility of Historical Documents to
Museums and Libraries
The Museum Association of New York features imaging science and
museum studies students for developing an affordable imaging system to
help museums and libraries preserve and expand access to their collections
department.
Spectrum News – Oct 1
RIT receiving grant from NOAA to study plastic waste in Great Lake
Spectrum News features a research project led by Professor Christy Tyler
from the Thomas H. Gosnell School of Life Sciences and Associate Professor
Matthew Hoffman from the School of Mathematical Sciences.
WROC-TV – Oct 5
RIT professor and team discover new method to measure motion of
superfluids
WROC-TV talks to Mishkat Bhattacharya, associate professor in the School of
Physics and Astronomy and Future Photon Initiative, about his superfluids
research.
Grad School Shopper – Oct 8:
Real Talk: GRE Scores and Physics Grad Programs
Grad School Shopper magazine asks Casey Miller, associate dean for
research and faculty affairs, College of Science, about how well the GREs
predict success.
Rochester Beacon – Oct 20
RIT’s sponsored research tops $76 million
The Rochester Beacon features RIT's research efforts.
‘Intersections: The RIT Podcast’ – Oct 25
Podcast: Boldly Going into Space and onto Careers
Intersections: The RIT Podcast, Ep. 52: RIT Space Exploration, or RIT SPEX,
gives students hands-on experience on projects in the growing space industry.
Current student leader Ryan Brown talks with RIT SPEX alumni Evan Putnam
and Amber Dubill, who took their experiences to industry leaders Raytheon
Intelligence and Space and Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory.
The Conversation – Oct 29
Antibiotic resistance is at a crisis point – government support for academia and
Big Pharma to find new drugs could help defeat superbugs
Essay by Andre Hudson, professor and head of the Thomas H. Gosnell
School of Life Sciences, published by The Conversation.

Do you have news you want amplified? Submit the details using the new
COS Newsmakers Form, and we’ll help you share it. "COS Newsmakers" is a
quick and easy way to acknowledge the professional and academic
accomplishments of COS faculty, students, and staff for acknowledgement in
upcoming monthly newsletters, web and social media, or even RIT news!
Examples of achievements may include:
publishing an article in a scholarly peer-reviewed journal
presenting research at a conference
sponsored research awards
earning a scholarship
winning an award
…and more!
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